REGARDING SERVICES OF UITS BRANCH

The endeavor of UITS branch is to provide hassle free IT services to all the stakeholders in the University. In order to ensure this, several AMC have to be undertaken by the University. Due to certain reasons, these AMC have expired long back & serious efforts are being made to restore the AMC of all the equipment & severs in time bound manner.

In this regards, officials of UITS branch have been putting their efforts by visiting in branches as well school for collecting the data of working and non-working IT equipment. Further, technical staff engaged in the IT laboratories in University School of Studies have been also been requested to prepare the data of their labs.

In view of the above, it is emphasized that your support & cooperation is important to speed up the restoration of quality support with the availability of AMC. Kindly bear with us for some time for any inconvenience caused to you during these period.

Copy to all faculty & Staff and Students